
Neon Lights™
[fluorescent modular carpet for family entertainment centers]



dottie™ - 938*

aurora™ - 935* big bang™ - 936 celestial™ - 937*

french quarter™ - 934 gold rush™ - 933dots aglow™ - 950



deep space™ - 931

nebula™ - 932 pogo™ - 939*

retro bowl™ - 940* seeing stars™ - 929 serpentine™ - 928

grand f inale™ - 930

*500 tile minimum order required



spectrum™ - 941* starstruck™ - 951

tectonic™ - 942* wavelength™ - 944*

ten pins™ - 943*

speed demon™ - 952*

zodiac™ - 945*



Neon Lights is an industry-first collection of fluorescent carpet tile designed for commercial amusement 
facilities and family entertainment centers.  These designs combine stunning fluorescent colors, exceptional 
durability, and a state-of-the art cushioned backing system to create one of the most innovative and 
unique floor coverings available.

Neon Lights’ patent-pending manufacturing process offers distinct advantages. Delivery, handling, and
installation are simple with the StayTac™ Cushioned Backing System. This unique system incorporates an 
attached commercial pad for support as well as a high-friction coating that keeps tiles firmly in place.  
In the event of damage, or if underfloor access is needed, tiles can be repeatedly removed or replaced.  
In addition, Neon Lights’ guaranteed pattern match ensures a uniform installation with no visible seams.  

Neon Lights is easy to install, easy to maintain, and comes with the most comprehensive commercial 
warranty package in the industry.  When it comes to creative and eye-catching interiors, remember to 
choose Joy Carpets for the fastest way to a fantastic floor!

•Guaranteed pattern match for seamless installation
•Integrated moisture barrier protects against spills

•Attached cushion provides support and longevity
•Green Label Plus® Indoor Air Quality Certified



Specifications and Warranties
General:
Description:
Dye Method:
Dye Resolution:
Fiber:
Total Weight:
Tuft Bind:
Gauge:
Pile Height:
Backing:
Delamination:
Anti-Soil and Stain Protection:
Antimicrobial Treatment:
Tile Size:
Origin:

Performance:
Static Electricity:
Traffic:
Indoor Air Quality:

Textured loop pile carpet tile
Injection fluorescent dyed
400 dpi
BCF Type 6,6 2-Ply Premium Nylon
89 oz. / sq. yd.
Exceeds industry standards
1/10th

.27 in. 
StayTac® cushion - PVC free. No adhesives required
Exceeds industry standards
Impervion® soil and stain treatment
Impervion® mold, mildew, and odor protection
1m x 1m (39.4” x 39.4”)  
U.S.A.

< 3.5 KV (AATCC-134), Permanent Conductive Fiber
Heavy commercial use
Green Label Plus Certified

Flammability:
Radiant Panel:
NBS Smoke Chamber:
Methenamine Tablet:

Maintenance:
Spot Cleaning:

Professional Cleaning:

Warranties:
Lifetime Face Fiber Wear
Lifetime Antimicrobial Protection
Lifetime Soil and Stain Protection
Lifetime Antistatic Protection
Lifetime Floor Compatibility
Lifetime Floor Release
Lifetime Moisture Resistance

> 0.45 watts/cm2 (ASTM – E648, Class I)
< 450 (ASTM-E662 NFPA-258)
Self-extinguishing (CPSC FF-1-70)

Spot clean with approved carpet cleaner.  
Follow manufacturer recommendations.  
Vacuum regularly.
Hot water extraction.
Follow manufacturer recommendations.

Lifetime Tuft Bind
Lifetime Color Pattern Permanency
Lifetime Cushion Resiliency
Lifetime Delamination
Lifetime Dimensional Stability
Lifetime Edge Ravel

Specifications are subject to normal manufacturing tolerance.
Actual carpet color may vary.
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